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Main menu instruction : 
There are 6 items on the main menu as the picture showing .

KD900  machine needs power to work , there are 4 types to provide 
power KD900.

1: Use 4  AA battery 

2:Connect to PC                         4: Connect to portable power

3: Connect directly to power supply
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1.Frequency test :
    Accurate frequency test function. One of the few devices which can test Citroen & Peugeot 
frequency. Can distinguish ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying) and FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) 
modulation modes. 

Press”OK”  to start the function
Put the remote on Check Area, then press any button of the remote , 
the frequency will be read by the machine and shown on the screen.
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2.GENERATE REMOTE :
(Remote/RKE): More than about 200 types of transmitters can be generated, for example Toyota, 
BMW, VW, Audi, Nissan, Hyundai, Kia, Subaru, Mazda, Ford, Honda and many other brands.  
Codes of KEYDIY remotes are never repeated. Produces extremely stable transmitters with an 
excellent operating range.

(1) Select“GENERATE REMOTE”
     on the main menu

(2) Connect remote to machine with the remote 
     data cable , please be sure that the remote is 
     without battery.

(3) Press “OK” to the car brand list ,  
     choose the car brand you need.

(4) Press“OK” to  enter the car remote list, 
     and select the remote you want to make
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(5) Press”OK”to check the remote  information, 
     you can check the frequency and cost on the 
     screen and also the remote detail.

(6) Press OK to enter the  remote make 
     screen , there are 6 selections on the 
     screen.

SIMULATE REMOTE-- SIMULATE REMOTE is a function to make the remote, in order  to check 
whether the remote is works well or not, it won’t cost any tokens , but the remote can only 
use 50 times. During these times you can try to program the remote to the car to check 
weather  you choose the suitable remote.
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SIMULATE DEVICE-- SIMULATE DEVICE is a function to make the device work as a remote,  
check whether the remote is works well or not, it won’t cost any tokens , but the remote 
can only use 50 times. During these times you can try to program the device to the car to 
check whether you choose the suitable remote.

VERIFY REMOTE – to check the remote information，if you have original remote ,please put it 
on CHEAK AREA, and press any button to see whether you choose the correct type.
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MAKE REMOTE — to make a remote directly, will cost tokens, and then program the remote 
to the car same way as a original remote, you can use all the time. 

Please note: 
We only make remote, after that, you should put the remote and transponder(4D 4C 46 48 8E 
or some other transponders) together and use a third party tool to program both remote and 
transponder to the car ,we suggest using MVP or Zedbull to program remotes, some remotes 
can be programmed to the car manually.  
If you simulated remote and programmed to the car before create it, do not need to program 
it again. 

Pictures of transponders:
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REMOTE HELP – check the detail information of the remote.

DELETE REMOTE – to delete the remote from machine , if you do not need or do not want to 
find this remote in the machine you can delete it , but when you update on line ,it will come 
back to the machine.

Press OK Choose YES to delete this remote , 
choose NO back to the menu

We strongly  suggest “SIMULATE REMOTE” before “MAKE REMOTE” . Select “SIMULATE 
REMOTE”and press OK, then will be successful,  we can check the simulated remote’s 
frequency to see weather it  works well or not.
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(7) MAKE REMOTE

Choose “MAKE REMOTE” and press “OK” the screen will show  Successful and how 
many tokens will cost , and how many tokens left in the machine

3.Smart Match:

(1) Choose the “SMART MATCH” 
      on the main menu

(2) Press “OK” to start the function
     Put the remote on Check Area.
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(3) Press any button of the remote, the machine will search the remote for you. If successful 
     the screen will show the corresponding part number for your choose , if cannot find the 
     screen will show Not Supported. 

4.ALARM/GARAGE:

(1)How to  COPY/MAKE NEW a remote for garage ?

Select “ALARM/GARAGE” on the main menu Connect the KD  remote to the KD900
Please use D series remotes.

(Please note: only support ASK modulation modes at present, 
FSK modulation modes is under developing , will release soon)
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Press “OK” button                         Press “OK” to check the DISCLAIMER Press “OK” to start                      Put the original garage remote on CHECK ARE
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Press the original remote’s button, the screen 
will ask you “Press OK to next”

Press OK button as the screen asked. 
Then the screen will show you the step.

Press the original’s garage remote button                            Press OK button
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Press OK to next step                                                Press OK                               Press OK
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Press OK to next step 



COPY- -is to copy a same ID remote as the original, if it's 
fixed code, it can be used directly after copy, and both the 
copy remote and the old remote can work at the same time. 
If it's rolling code , should program to the garage, and only 
one remote(copy one or old one) can work. 

MAKE NEW—is to make a new ID remote, after 
successful made, should program it to the garage. 
Both the new remote and the old remote can 
work.

Press OK

SIMULATE REMOTE-- SIMULATE REMOTE is a function 
for making remote to check whether the remote works well or 
not, it won’t cost any tokens , but the remote can only use 50 
times. During these times you can try to program the remote to 
the garage to check whether it works well or not. 

MAKE REMOTE — to make a remote directly, 
It will cost tokens, and then you can program it 
to the garage, can use all the time.

If the original remote is a rolling code, the screen will show 
“COPY” and “MAKE NEW “for your choose.
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Select to MAKE REMOTE Press OK

How to make a car&garage in one remote?

First should choose our F style remotes
The left 3 buttons of the remote 
are for controlling auto and right 
3 buttons are for controlling 
garage door.
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Connect the remote to KD900, please 
make the auto remote first., and be 
sure the remote is without battery.

Select “GENERATE REMOTE” on the 
main menu.

Press OK to enter car brand list 

Choose the car brand you need, and 
press OK to the remote part No. list

Choose the corresponding part No.
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Press OK                                                         Press OK Choose “MAKE REMOTE” Press OK , and make remote successfully , 
let’s go to next step make/copy garage 
remote.
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Press “ESC” button to main menu, 
and choose ALARM/GARAGE

Press OK Press “OK” button, 
to check the DISCLAIMER 

Press “OK” button to start
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Put the original garage remote 
on CHECK ARE

Press the original remote’s button, 
the screen will show you 
“Press OK to next” 

Press OK button as the screen requests. 
Then the screen will change to

Press the original garage remote’s 
button as the screen requests.
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Press OK button Press OK button Press OK button Press OK button 
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Press OK to choose COPY or MAKE NEW Press OK to choose MAKE REMOTE

Press OK to

Use down button to choose                                , must choose here to make the garage  

remote, if you choose                                 the generated auto remote will be covered , 

so please be careful at this step!
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Press OK

Now this remote is generated successfully ,you can program it to car and garage !

OTHER FUNCTION

(1) Select “OTHER FUNCTION” on the main menu, Press OK . There are 4 functions 
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(2) PC CONNECTIONG
     To check whether the machine is connected to PC software.

NOT CONNECTED                                                CONNECTED

(3) "SYSTERM INFO" Choose SYSTERM INFO and press OK to check the machine details , 
      you can see the SID, VER,LANGUAGE, TOKENS, and SERIAL NO. of the machine, also 
      with the dealer’s information!
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(4) RECHARGE:
     Each machine has 1000 tokens inside, after runing out please contact local dealer!
     How to recharge please check the video on  www.keydiy.com  

(5) HISTORY:  
     Choose HISTORY and press OK to enter history record menu, you will find 
     the remotes you generated and how many times you generated.
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SETTINGS

(1) Choose SETTINGS on the main menu, and press OK, there are four items on the manu.
KEYPAD TONE
Select KEYPAD TONE on the menu, 
press OK,  you can adjust the tone 
by right and left button.

BRIGHTNESS
Select BRIGHTNESS on the menu ,press OK,  
you can adjust the brightness by right and 
left button.
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GREYSCALE
Select GREYSCALE on the menu ,press OK,  
you can adjust the brightness by right and 
left button.

BATTERY : 
choose BATTERY and press OK , 
then you can check the power volt

LANGUAGE:

In the future we will add language selection functions, 
the user can set the language they want!
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1. Driver Install

Download the software from our website: http://www.keydiy.com/12-download/p-001.asp Unzip the file. (Connect the KD900 to your PC, it may remind you to install the KD900 
USBDriver, if not, just install it manually)
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Open the KD900 file then you will see the USBDrive file. Open USBDrive file and click SETUP.
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Click Install, then wait for minutes. When finished, click OK. Installation done, 
you can operate the software now. Find the KD900 exe in the KD900 file. Start to work KD900.
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2. Make Remote Our remotes are distinguished by area.

Choose the Area. (Europe for example) Then choose the car brand.
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Choose the remote to create.

   In the remotes choosing site, you can see part number and picture, 
if can’t find part number you can find picture of the remotes you want.

On the left of the remote site, it will show you part number, 
frequency, tokens cost and other information.
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On the right are function buttons(Create Key, Simulate Key, Save, Back)

Simulate Key first to test.

Please do not choose to create key when you not sure whether it work for it will cost tokens. 
Simulate key first, it won’t cost any tokens, but can only work 30-50 times.
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When simulate successful, click the OK button.

Program the remote to car after simulating, if remote do work, then you can create key, thus can 
save tokens.(simulating key do not cost tokens, but simulated key can only work 30-50 times.)

Create key after testing.
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Clik the YES button.

Key is created, click the OK button.

Remote do not need to be programmed again if has been programmed after simulated.
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In this site, you can modify or adding information in the forms with white under, 
click Save button, information will be saved to your PC software. 
( You can add detail remote information to description form)

When click back button, you will be back to the brands choosing site.
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Or you can click the choosing result button. If you click the brand button, it will be back to the brand choose site.
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If you want to make these remotes, please use software.Third party remotes do not support 
simulating key for technical limit. Please check the frequency, picture and introduction 
information before creating it.

There are some remotes in our software developed by third company.These remotes 
will only be showed in pc software and can not be downloaded to KD900 device.

If you click the Area button, it will be back to the area you choose.
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When using these third party remote, you can only create it but can’t simulate.
And these remotes cost 100 tokens.

3. Smart Match
Sometimes you may not sure which remote to choose to generate to the remote you want.

The Smart Match function will help you.
Click the SmartMatch button.
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Enter the SmartMatch site.
If the Cancel button is gray, waiting for a wihile.

Then when it become to this, it will work.
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Put the remote you want to make on the Check Area, and press any button.
The software site will be switched, it will show you the remotes that may work 
for the one you want.

Thus you can easily find the remote you want.If not sure which one is the remote you want, 
try the remotes which the SmartMatch function find for you until you get the right one you 
want.( Some times it may show you several remotes, sometimes maybe only 1 or 2 remotes.)

Choose the remote you want then simulate it to test.
If you are sure it’s the remote you want, you can create it directly.
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If you try 1 remote and it’s not the one you want, you need to back to the SmartMatch 
result site, click the SmartMatch result button.

You will be back to the site you ever see before.
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4. Update

Where there are new for updating, it will be showed on the top left with ‘new’ in red.
( Software version, Firmware version or new remotes)

Click the Update button.

Click the Online Update button.
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Click Update button. It will start to update.



Wait for minutes. Click OK after updated.
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Then Exit.

Press OK, then software will restart itself, update finished.
Sometimes, online update may not work, thus need to update manually, 
we will offer update file. （This problem rarely happen)

When updating, need to connect the net and download data, some anti-virus software may not 
allow our software to work. So when updating, please quit the anti-virus software to make sure 
the updating progress will work smoothly. 
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 4.Recharge

Click Recharge button on the top of the software site. Click Firmware detect to get serial number.
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Send the serial number you get back to our dealers. We will send you recharge number, put the recharge number in the blank: 
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Click the Recharge button. Click OK button, recharge finished.
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Then you can see tokens left. 
There are some site showed with Chinese because we here using pc system with Chinese 
system.You may don’t know those words, but don’t worry, just see the buttons we 
marked, when you using on your pc, it will show by your language. 


